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Observe the wondrous diversity of life, including birds, reptiles, and plantsLearn how Darwin's

worldview and the biblical worldview differ and the importance of this in studying the

GalÃƒÂ¡pagosWith poignant chapters from Ken Ham, John Morris, John C. Whitcomb, Danny

Faulkner, Gary Parker, and more!Where Darwin once visited and later used evidence from to

support his faulty case for evolution, discover the wonder of God in this full-color book filled with

vibrant images of these glorious islands in the Pacific, as well as powerful insights that give Him the

glory due His name. Your faith will be strengthened as you learn the importance of a biblical

worldview from some of the best apologetics speakers in the country. It's an overall emphasis on

GalÃƒÂ¡pagos as testament to God's majesty and mercy rather than the empty legacy of one man!
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Dr. Purdom is a researcher and speaker for Answers in Genesis. She graduated with a Ph.D. in

Molecular Genetics from Ohio State University in 2000. Her specialty is cellular and molecular

biology. Dr. PurdomÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s graduate work focused on genetic regulation of factors important for

bone remodeling. She is a compelling and dynamic lecturer and well qualified to speak on the

relevance of Genesis to the issue of biblical authority. She is the only female Ph.D. scientist

engaged in full-time speaking and research for a biblical creationist organization in North America.

Dr. Purdom is a member of the Creation Research Society and serves on the editorial board and

executive council of BSG: A Creation Biology Study Group. She serves as a peer reviewer for

Answers Research Journal and Creation Research Science Quarterly. She along with Dr. Joseph



Francis of Master s College are co-founders of the Microbe Forum. This forum sponsors research,

collaboration, and conferences in the field of creation microbiology.

Beautiful!

So much has been published about these remarkable Galapagos Islands. Before I read this book, I

had the Islands on my "Bucket List". Having enjoyed this book edited by Purdom, the photos and

discussions were so excellent, that I no longer feel compelled to tour the Islands in person. The

various authors of separate sections each bring their unique perspective to the assembled book,

some more effectively than others. The Creation/Evolution question is explored carefully for the

reader, who could be as young as a third grader.

Pictures were incredible, however the biblical references threw us come truly off guard. We

attempted to send it back.

Very well written. Enjoyed the information an pictures.

This book is excellent and provides clear evidence on why evolution fails. As the Islands are the

seat of Darwin's theory, a supposed observation, the Galapagos are tremendous proof of God's

amazing creation of this world and all that is alive. No one can doubt when visiting the Islands that a

Creator is behind our existence and this book provides logical conclusions from the Islands to refute

evolution. To adopt evolution as a way of life is to deny the Creator His power over all mankind and

certainly an individual who clings to his own personal power may have difficulty accepting the

arguments to evidence God. That would be unfortunate in that an open mind looking for the truth will

find the subject matter refreshing. Dave Richardson

Yet again this publisher has published a book that is outstanding. When we opened the box

containing this book my kids were immediately interested in it because of the vibrant photograph on

the cover. Every page of this book is bright photographs. Within the pages children and adults alike

are invited to step into a new and exciting world of the Galapagos Islands. One of my favorite

pictures is located on page 28 - it brings to mind the story of the Three Trees.I enjoyed the fact that

the pages were filled with interesting information about animals, environment, ecosystems. I never

knew just how diverse these island actually were! An added bonus is the explanation of creation



and supporting evidence.Science, history, geography - it is all touched on and covered in this one

book. This is an excellent resource for home school, public school or private school. It would be a

great book for a child doing a paper on diversity of ecosystems.Thank you Masterbooks for this

review copy. [...]

A book for all ages, I found this book to be very pleasing. All the pages were thoroughly yet

succinctly written by many special contributors. Great names like John C. Whitmore, Todd Charles

Wood, Nathaniel Jeanson and many more used profound expertise to share their information in a

way that readers may admire God's creation. The inclusion of material in this text which these

biochemists, ecologists, and geologists present brings scriptures to life. This, along with in-depth

information about Darwin's discoveries and how they compare and relate to God's word are

captivating to say the least. The vibrant pictures of wild life in their natural habitats captured the

attention of my second grader while the text just added to the amazing pictures for my teens.

Another wonderful thing I like about this type of non-fiction book is the wealth of information located

in the back of the book. The ability to learn about and be introduced to like-minded individuals, as

these scientist and authors, is priceless for anyone who is seeking out more resources in learning

about science and God's creation. The ending includes references, articles, DVDs and websites

used within the writings which students can use for more research. You will also find a very inviting

presentation encouraging you to look up the book Grand Canyon by Master Books, which seems

just as appealing as GalÃƒÂ¡pagos Islands. Definitely a must have for your library.

About the Book: Discover the wonder of God in this full-color book filled with vibrant images of the

glorious island God set in the Pacific, as well as powerful insights that give Him the glory due His

name. With poignant chapters from Ken Ham, John Morris, John Whitcomb, Danny Faulkner, Gary

Parker, and more!About the Author: Dr. Purdom is a researcher and speaker for Answers in

Genesis. She graduated with a Ph.D. in Molecular Genetics from Ohio State University in 2000. Her

specialty is cellular and molecular biology. Dr. PurdomÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s graduate work focused on

genetic regulation of factors important for bone remodeling. She is a compelling and dynamic

lecturer and well qualified to speak on the relevance of Genesis to the issue of biblical authority.

She is the only female Ph.D. scientist engaged in full-time speaking and research for a biblical

creationist organization in North America. Dr. Purdom is a member of the Creation Research

Society and serves on the editorial board and executive council of BSG: A Creation Biology Study

Group. She serves as a peer reviewer for Answers Research Journal and Creation Research



Science Quarterly. She along with Dr. Joseph Francis of Master s College are co-founders of the

Microbe Forum. This forum sponsors research, collaboration, and conferences in the field of

creation microbiology.My Review: With brilliant photography the Galapagos Islands come alive like

never before. A landscape untouched by human hands that displays God's beautiful

handiwork---this is the Galapagos Islands---such breathtaking majestic beauty. The Galapagos

Islands are islands in the Pacific Ocean just off the coast of Ecuador. They are a chain of islands

that are a direct result of volcanic activity. Some still active and some that lay dormant. We also

learn more about Darwin--the man so famously known for his rejection of God and His Word. This

book on the beloved islands takes a commentary from several different experts and combines them

all into one book for us all to learn from. It also helped my children and I to learn the difference

between observational or operational science, science that happens in the here and now. And

historical science which is science that encompasses origins, events from the past and the age of

the earth. We are able to observe not only the beautiful landscapes from the islands but also the

different living creatures that make their homes there. This book is available for purchase at this link

and is priced at $18.99. It is a book full of gorgeous pictures published by Master Books. I read the

book to my children and we enjoyed the pictures together.**Disclosure** This book was sent to me

free of charge for my honest review from my participation in the Moms of Master Books Review

Group.
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TRAVEL GUIDE: Discover useful pieces of information that will help you visit the Islands and enjoy

your stay all through! Galapagos Islands Adventure Set Where Are the Galapagos Islands? (Where

Is?) 
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